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Bridging the Gap between Events and Frames
through Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
Nico Messikommer, Daniel Gehrig, Mathias Gehrig, Davide Scaramuzza

Abstract—Reliable perception during fast motion maneuvers
or in high dynamic range environments is crucial for robotic
systems. Since event cameras are robust to these challenging
conditions, they have great potential to increase the reliability
of robot vision. However, event-based vision has been held
back by the shortage of labeled datasets due to the novelty of
event cameras. To overcome this drawback, we propose a task
transfer method to train models directly with labeled images
and unlabeled event data. Compared to previous approaches, (i)
our method transfers from single images to events instead of
high frame rate videos, and (ii) does not rely on paired sensor
data. To achieve this, we leverage the generative event model to
split event features into content and motion features. This split
enables efficient matching between latent spaces for events and
images, which is crucial for successful task transfer. Thus, our
approach unlocks the vast amount of existing image datasets for
the training of event-based neural networks. Our task transfer
method consistently outperforms methods targeting Unsupervised
Domain Adaptation for object detection by 0.26 mAP (increase
by 93%) and classification by 2.7% accuracy.
Index Terms—Deep Learning for Visual Perception, Object
Detection, Segmentation and Categorization, Transfer Learning

M ULTIMEDIA M ATERIAL
The code of this project is available at https://github.com/
uzh-rpg/rpg ev-transfer Additional qualitative results can be
viewed in this video: https://youtu.be/fZnBSqni6PY
I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE outstanding properties such as high dynamic range,
high temporal resolution, and low latency make event
cameras promising for several robotic and automotive applications in edge-case scenarios, such as high dynamic range
and fast relative motion. However, event cameras suffer from
a recurring issue typical of any novel sensor modalities: the
lack of labeled datasets. Event-based datasets represent only
3.14% of the existing vision dataset [1], [2].
Instead of capturing images at a fixed rate, event cameras
measure changes of intensity asynchronously per pixel. This
results in a stream of events that encodes the time, location,
and polarity of the intensity change. For a more in-depth
survey, we refer to [3]. Despite the radical different working
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Fig. 1: Our approach can teach a network to detect cars in event frames
even though it was never told how cars look in the event domain. This
unsupervised domain adaption is possible by leveraging labeled grayscale
images and unlabeled events. During testing, our approach consists of a simple
encoder E and task network T and thus has no computational overhead of
first translating events to images.

principle, the output of event and frame-based cameras still
contains a significant information overlap, as both cameras
share the underlying principle of capturing the scene irradiance
through an optical system [4].
In this work, we show how this information overlap can
be leveraged for Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) of
event-based networks, in which labeled source and unlabeled
target data are available to transfer a task to the target domain.
Previous work has considered task transfer either between
paired events and frames, i.e. recorded on the same pixel
array [2], [5], or through video-to-event translation [6], [7].
These settings provide strong supervision between modalities,
by providing per-pixel constraints or direct motion information
from video, but severely limit the kinds of datasets which can
be used. In fact, most large-scale datasets only comprise still
images [8], [9], [10] instead of video, and were not recorded
with a colocated event sensor, and are thus unpaired. Here, we
present a method that can directly leverage these datasets, and
does not rely on paired data or video inputs, opening up the
immense bulk of frame-based datasets for event-based vision.
Furthermore, our approach does not rely on hand-designed
generative models for video-to-events generation [7], [6],
[11] and has no computational overhead during inference by
converting events to intensity images [4].
To bridge the gap between frames and events without paired
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data, we introduce a novel single-image-to-event translation
technique based on the event generation model combined with
standard image-to-image translation techniques [12], [13],
[14]. Crucially, instead of learning image-to-event translation
directly, it only learns to correct initial guesses from the
generative model. However, event generation from a single
image is ill-posed since motion information is missing. We
solve this by explicitly extracting motion features from events
in addition to the shared features that contain domain invariant
information about the scene. To achieve this split, we introduce
a shared embedding discriminator and enforce shared feature
consistency using sensor-specific knowledge. Our approach
can successfully transfer from images to events by leveraging
large-scale datasets, which we show by outperforming stateof-the-art methods targeting UDA, for both object detection in
MVSEC [15] and classification on N-Caltech101 [16].
Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
1) We propose a transfer learning method that uses labeled
frame-based datasets together with unlabeled events
recorded in a target environment to train event-based networks. In particular, we show that networks trained on
labeled daylight images can be transferred to challenging
nighttime scenarios, where event cameras outperform
standard cameras thanks to their higher dynamic range.
2) Our approach leverages prior sensor knowledge based on
the event generation model, and introduces a mapping
from events to motion and content embeddings. This
opens existing image-based datasets for event cameras,
by transferring single images to events.
3) Neural networks trained by our task transfer method outperform state-of-the-art object detection methods which
target UDA by 0.27 mAP (an increase of 93%) and
achieve a 2.7% accuracy increase in the classification
task outperforming even some supervised approaches.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation The general problem of
transfer learning based on labeled source data and unlabeled
target data has accumulated vast literature over the years. For
a survey, we refer the reader to [17]. Early deep-learningbased methods use discriminators [18] or gradient reversal
layers [19] to align the embedding space of source and target
domain samples.
Analogously, image-to-image translation methods can be
used to induce shared embedding spaces by mapping samples
from target to source domain, or vice versa. While the former
enables the reuse of pre-trained networks trained in the source
domain [13], the latter can provide a source of labeled datasets
in the target domain by converting datasets from the source
domain [20], [21].
To directly transfer a task, recent work [22], [23] proposed to jointly learn the task and mapping from input to
domain-shared and domain-invariant features. However, they
can mostly work with shared network layers because they
consider a smaller domain gap. The domain gap between
sensor modalities (RGB vs. Infrared) can also be exploited to
supervise a RGB detection network in night sequences [24].

One work that addresses a large domain gap in the context
of biomedical imaging is [25], where domain-invariant features
are constructed from source and target characteristics. Similarly, our task-transfer approach addresses the large domain
gap between two complementary but different vision sensors:
standard cameras and events cameras.
Event-based Approaches To address the lack of labeled
datasets, a recent class of methods seeks to convert events
to high dynamic range (HDR) image reconstruction through
supervised [4] or adversarial training [26], [27], [28]. With
these images, standard pre-trained neural networks trained on
images can be used. However, despite this advantage, these
methods impose a computational overhead by first generating
image reconstructions. Instead, [2] simply adapt the first few
layers of pre-trained frame-based networks to event data
by enforcing feature consistency between the two separate
sensor encoders. While this eliminates the need for costly
event preprocessing, it requires paired images and events, i.e.
events and images recorded on the same sensor and scene
to adapt a given network. By contrast, the method in [29]
is designed to work with unpaired data but only converts
between events in different illumination conditions. The first
works to leverage existing frame-based datasets were videoto-event translation methods. These methods either rely on
model-based [11], [4], [6], [7] or data-driven [5] approaches
to convert video sequences into artificial events, which can
be used to directly train neural networks on event data. This
opened up the possibility of training networks for event data
on larger and more diverse datasets. However, these methods
are still limited to translating video to events, thus ignoring the
majority of existing datasets that comprise images. The work
most similar to ours leverages affinity graphs to perform the
task transfer from frames to events [30]. In comparison, our
approach splits the embedding space into shared and sensorspecific features and leverages the event generation model to
align both domains.
In this work, we introduce a novel method that addresses the
limitations of previous approaches by performing unsupervised
domain adaptation, which (i) maps unpaired images and events
to a shared embedding space, (ii) leverages single-image-toevent instead of video-to-event translation, and (iii) performs
task-transfer by jointly training a task-specific network on
the shared embedding. We introduce a novel single-image-toevent translation module that combines the event generation
model [31] with standard translation methods. Moreover, our
method maps event data into separate content and sensorspecific features and only matches content features across
modalities. In doing so, we take inspiration from style-transfer
techniques [32], [12], [13].
III. M ETHOD
Our goal is to train a network on labeled images for a
specific task and transfer the network to events, such that the
network successfully performs the task in the event-domain
without requiring any labeled events nor paired images and
event data, see Fig. 1. This setting of transferring a task
from a labeled source domain (image domain Yimg ) to an
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Fig. 2: During training, our method uses single-image-to-event translation to transfer a task from the image to the event domain. As there is a large domain
gap between events and grayscale images, we use two separate encoders Eimg and Eevent (blue) to process unpaired images and event frames. Shared features
z (yellow) and event-specific features ζevent (orange) are extracted from the event frame. Both features are given as input to the event decoder Dflow , which
creates a pseudo flow map. This flow map is combined with the image to create clean events using the event generation model. To model sensor noise, the
refinement module takes additionally random input feature maps. The task network T takes shared features from the images and the fake events as input and
generates task predictions, which are supervised with the image labels. The applied loss constraints are visualized with red arrows. During inference, only the
event encoder Eevent and the task network T are required, both are computationally light-weight networks.

unlabeled target domain (event domain Yevent ) is generally
defined as Unsupervised Domain Adaptation, short UDA. The
task transfer is possible since event and frame-based cameras
share the underlying principle of capturing the scene irradiance
through an optical system. Therefore, an information overlap
exists on which the task can be learned on images and
transferred to events.
In Sec. III-A, we present the general network architecture
and the latent space split into shared and sensor-specific
features, which facilitates the task transfer. The alignment of
the shared latent space is enforced through multiple losses,
which are explained in Sec. III-B. As a common constraint
in the UDA literature [33], [34], [35], [22], [25], [13], we
perform domain translation to generate pseudo pairs, which
are used to align the shared latent space on which the task
is learned. However, compared to classical UDA approaches,
we only use a one-sided translation from images to events
to achieve a better embedding alignment. In Sec. III-D, we
introduce our novel event construction from a single image
based on the event generation model [31], which is explained
in Sec. III-C. Since the event generation model constitutes
a relation between events, image gradients and optical flow,
we can strongly constraint the image-to-event translation and
thus significantly improve the task transfer. It is important
to state that the image-to-event translation is only applied as
an auxiliary task to help to transfer the task from images to
events. As we directly optimize the task transfer from images
to events, our method consistently outperforms pure translation
methods [6], [36], [4], [5].
A. General Model Architecture
In our framework, events yevent and images yimg are processed with separate encoders Eimg and Eevent due to the large
domain gap between Yimg and Yevent , as shown in Fig. 2. As
the asynchronous output signal of event cameras also contains
motion information, event cameras measure specific features
ζevent about the scene, which standard cameras can not perceive
in a single frame. This non-overlapping information, however,

hinders the image-to-event task transfer as it is impossible to
fully align the embedding space. We solve this by separating
event features into sensor specific features ζevent , which contain
motion information, and content features zevent , which carry
information shared in both domains Yimg and Yevent .
zimg =Eimg (yimg )
zevent = Eevent (yevent )

ζevent = Eevent, attr (yevent ).

(1)

The resulting shared features zimg and zevent are given as input
to the task branch T , which computes the task-specific output.
To generate pseudo event and image pairs, shared features
from an image zimg are combined with event-specific features
ζevent from a random event sample to compute a pseudo-flow
field using a flow decoder Dflow . The resulting pseudo-flow
and the input image are then converted to events ŷevent in the
refinement network Rref ,
ŷevent = Rref (Dflow (zimg , ζevent )).

(2)

Single-image-to-event translation is explained in more detail
in Sec. III-D. The overall architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.
B. Shared Latent Space Constraints
The unsupervised task transfer from images to events requires multiple constraints as there is neither task supervision
in the event domain nor paired sensor data. Therefore, multiple
losses are applied to enforce a shared latent space of zimg
and zevent , which ensures that the task branch T successfully
performs the task in both domains. As a first constraint, we
apply adversarial training [37] with a PatchGAN discriminator
network Flat [38] to the latent features zimg and zevent
Llat.,disc. =Eyimg [max(0, 1 − Flat (zimg ))]
+ Eyevent [max(0, 1 + Flat (zevent ))]

(3)

Llat.,gen. =Ezimg [Flat (zimg )] − Eyevent [Flat (zevent )].
Similar to [5], we use a hinge-loss [39] and optimize the
above loss functions in an alternating fashion. The above
objective forces the latent space to be indistinguishable to the
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discriminator Flat , and thus, the latent space becomes aligned.
As a consequence, the motion information required for the
event generation can only be propagated through the eventspecific features, which enforces the embedding split.
As an additional constraint, we generate pseudo sensor pairs
using a one-sided translation from single images to events.
These pseudo-pairs are used to formulate consistency losses
on the latent variables zimg and ζevent , as summarized below:
Lcycle = |zimg − Eevent (Rref (Dflow (zimg , ζevent )))|1
+ |ζevent − Eevent, attr (Rref (Dflow (zimg , ζevent )))|1

(4)

To generate realistic events from a single image, the following
adversarial loss is applied on the reconstructed events ŷevent
using an event discriminator Fevent
(5)

Lrecons.,gen. =Eŷevent [Fevent (ŷevent )]
The used constraints are visualized with red arrows in Fig. 2.
Overall, these general UDA methods represent a solid basis for
closing the domain gap between events and images. However,
as shown in our experiments in Sec. IV, current UDA methods
fall short in transferring task knowledge between the large gap
of events and images. The next section shows how the event
generation model can be leveraged to improve the task transfer
between the sensor domains.
C. Event Generation Model
The underlying principle of an event and frame camera can
be exploited to guide the single-image-to-event translation.
As discussed in the introduction of Sec III, event and frame
cameras are both optical sensors, which capture the scene
irradiance through lenses. Due to this shared principle of
measuring the light intensity, images can approximately be
translated to events through the theoretical concept of the event
generation model [31]. This generative model describes the
behavior of an ideal event camera under the assumption of
constant brightness and of small time differences ∆t. In Eq.
6, I˜(x,y) = log(I(x,y) ) expresses the measured intensity in log
space and α represents the angle between the optical flow
vector v(x,y) and image gradient ∇I˜(x,y) .
∆I˜(x,y) ≈ −h∇I˜(x,y) , v(x,y) ∆ti
= −|∇I˜(x,y) ||v(x,y) |∆t cos α

(6)

An event is triggered if the log intensity change ∆I˜ is above
a predefined contrast threshold C. Thus, the number N of
events at a pixel (x, y) can be approximated according to Eq. 7.
N(x,y) ≈ b∆I˜(x,y) /Cc

D. Event Generation based on Pseudo-Flow
Following Eq. 7, we observe that the predicted events relate
to the image gradient ∇I˜(x,y) via optical flow. Instead of
optical flow, we propose to directly predict pseudo-flow vectors v̂(x,y) , which implicitly contain the unknown parameters
∆t, cos α and C. Thus, we do not need to compute these
parameters explicitly.

(7)

The event generation model enables the transfer from a
single image to events, if motion information in form of optical
flow v(x,y) and time difference ∆t is provided. By considering
only single frames, which most frame-based datasets consist
of, the event generation is an ill-posed problem due to the
missing motion information. To account for that, we split
the events yevent into two domains: latent space zevent shared

1
∆t cos α
C
≈ h∆I˜(x,y) , v̂(x,y) i

v̂(x,y) = v(x,y)
N̂(x,y)

Lrecons.,disc. =Eŷevent [max(0, 1 − Fevent (ŷevent ))]
Eyevent [max(0, 1 + Fevent (yevent ))]

with image features and an additional sensor-specific space
ζevent , in which the motion information in the events yevent is
stored. Thus, we can reconstruct artificial events from frames
by combining content and sensor-specific features.

(8)

It can be observed in Eq. 8 that the number of predicted events
N̂(x,y) can either be changed by the pseudo-flow magnitude
or by the angle between the two vectors ∆I˜(x,y) and v̂(x,y) .
Thus, our pseudo-flow is not equivalent to optical flow as
the adversarial training only enforces realistic events by either
adjusting the direction or the magnitude of v̂(x,y) .
The pseudo-flow is constructed from a combination of
sensor-specific and shared features. The resulting pseudo-flow
field adheres to the content extracted from an image zimg but
with the general motion information of the event data, encoded
in the sensor-specific feature ζevent . Thus, the pseudo-flow
generation also ensures that the sensor-specific features are
“flow-like” since they should produce realistic events, which
is enforced by a discriminator. The event generation based
on pseudo-flow constrains the image-to-event translation and
supports the adversarial training since it provides good event
predictions early during training.
We propose a novel refinement block Rref , which computes
the inner product of the predicted pseudo-flow and image gradients as in Eq. (8) to obtain an initial guess of the translated
events. The refinement net uses three convolutional layers to
predict residual event representations, which are added to the
initial guess. These residual events correct for overlapping
polarity regions and event noise in the initial reconstruction.
The event decoder and refinement block are mainly supervised
by the discriminator loss Lrecons.,disc. . By enforcing realistic
events, the supervision signal is back propagated to the event
decoder since the fake events are generated based on the
pseudo-flow and image gradient.
E. Pseudo-Flow Augmentation
As the target domain is mostly known, we can augment the
event generation by adding an artificial flow field according to
the motion present in the target event data. This augmentation
loss Laugm is crucial to enforce the split into sensor-shared
and sensor-specific features. It is essential to include augmentation consistent with the target event domain. Otherwise,
the discriminator easily distinguishes between the translated
and real events, thus degenerating the adversarial training and
the task transfer. The augmented pseudo-flow field consists
of vectors with a magnitude of the pseudo-flow predictions
and the directions of the target-specific motion distributions.
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Events are then generated in the refinement module Rref
from this augmented flow. These events are then processed
again by the event encoder Eevent to obtain event-specific
features ζevent , which are combined with the original shared
feature to construct new events. This event representation
should be identical to the events obtained by the augmented
flow as only the event-specific features ζevent contain motion
information. Thus, an L1 -loss is applied between those two
event representation, as visualized in Fig. 3. The augmentation
of reconstructed events can only be propagated through the
event-specific features to reconstruct the augmented event
representation since the content features stay constant, which
further enforces the split into sensor-shared and sensor-specific
features. Moreover, the proposed flow augmentation can only
be observed in the event representation, which means that the
motion-specific attributes have to be extracted from an event
sample. Thus, the augmentation loss would not be feasible if
there is no unpaired event data. The augmentation loss also
helps preventing mode collapse of the event generation since
it forces the event decoder to predict a large distribution of
flow maps.
F. Summary Loss Constraints
In addition to the above introduced loss constraints, the task
loss Ltask is applied on the images and the fake events, which
both have corresponding image labels. Eq. 9 shows a summary
of the presented loss functions.
LGen =Llat,gen. + Lrecons.,gen. + Lcycle + 2Laugm + Ltask
LDis =Llat,disc. + Lrecons.,disc.

(9)

IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Classification
Experimental Setup We validate our approach for
event classification on the Neuromorphic-Caltech101 (NCaltech101) [16] dataset. Since Caltech101 [40] samples were
recorded for N-Caltech101, it is a straightforward choice to use
Caltech101 as a labeled source dataset. It is important to point
out that we do not use paired sensor data even though it is
available for N-Caltech101 and Caltech101. As our approach
can leverage unpaired single images for event-based training,
we extend the frame-based Caltech101 with a set of additional
images showing the 101 classes. These additional images were
also used in the baseline method VID2E [6] for training a
classification network on events, which are generated based
on simulated motion.
Our task network for classification is inspired by
Resnet18 [41]. In particular, we use the first layers up to the
third residual block of Resnet18 without the first max-pooling
layer for both sensor encoders. The second of these residual
blocks is shared between the event and image encoder. The
task network consists of the remaining Resnet18 layers. All
the Resnet18 layers were initialized with weights pre-trained
on ImageNet [8]. The architectures proposed in Drit++ [12]
were adopted for the sensor-specific encoder, decoder, shared
latent discriminator, and event frame discriminator. While
several modules are used during training, crucially, during
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testing, we only use the fast ResNet-18. which needs 4.5ms to
process one sample on a Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000. The event
histogram [42] is used as event representation to facilitate the
image-to-event translation. We augment the pseudo-flow with
random translation fields (Section III-C) as N-Caltech101 only
contains translational motions. Similar to supervised learning,
we split the target data into training, validation, and test data.
Thus, no testing sample was seen during training/validation,
neither in the image nor event domain.
Results In addition to the state-of-the-art methods
VID2E [6] and E2VID [4] applicable to the UDA setting,
we also include supervised methods, which have access to the
event labels during training. The classification accuracies are
reported in Tab. I.
Our approach outperforms the state-the-art method E2VID
by 2.7% in terms of accuracy. Moreover, our inference network
is a simple Resnet18, which is computationally much more
lightweight than E2VID. Compared to VID2E, our approach
achieves a 4.1% higher accuracy. There are two possible reasons for the increased performance. First, our method focuses
specifically on task transfer and thus exploits the image and
event domain to learn task-relevant features. This multi-modal
learning helps to extract more informative features, which
was confirmed in recent work [43] as well. Second, VID2E
generates events based solely on model assumptions, whereas
our approach uses the generative event model combined with
a data-driven network to approximate target events. Thus, our
network can adjust better to the specific target event data,
which is influenced by the event camera model and parameter
settings. As shown in Fig. 4, our approach generates realistic
event frames based on single grayscale images.
Our approach even outperforms the supervised methods
HATS [44] and EST [45], as seen in Table I. One advantage
of our method compared to HATS and EST is the increased
size of the training dataset. As our approach can use single
images without corresponding events, we can easily extend
the training dataset with additional class samples, as done for
VID2E. This also explains the higher classification accuracy of
our approach compared to the supervised setting with the same
architecture. Since EvDistill [30] was trained on a different
training split for Caltech101 in the image domain, it is hard
to compare against this approach. Nevertheless, we report
the performance of our approach trained on the complete
Caltech101 dataset and the performance reported in [30].
We additionally report the performance of a simple cycle
translation UDA framework without the embedding split into
shared and event-specific features. The significantly lower
performance shows that the feature space split is crucial for
the task transfer between images and events. In the case
of classification on N-Caltech101, the flow prediction does
not provide any improvement compared to a model, which
directly predicts an event representation. This can be explained
due to the simple planar motion distribution present in the
event samples of N-Caltech101. For a more complex motion
distribution, i.e., in driving car sequences, the flow prediction
almost doubles the object detection performance, see Tab. II.
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Fig. 3: To enforce the split into sensor shared features and event-specific features, i.e., motion features, we
propose to augment the pseudo-flow predictions. Specifically, we take a pseudo-flow prediction and augment
the flow with the target domain-specific motions. In the shown car driving case, we sample an augmentation
aug
based on random epipoles in the image. Event-specific features ζevent are extracted from the events constructed
aug
based on the augmented flow. These event specific features ζevent are then combined with the shared features
ref from the reference frame y ref to reconstruct the pseudo-flow. An L1 -loss is then applied between the
zimg
img
aug
augmented and the reconstructed loss. By doing so, the networks can only adapt the motion features ζevent as
the content features are fixed.
Method
E2VID [4]
VID2E [6]
Simple Cycle
Ours w/o Flow
Ours
E2VID [4]
VID2E [6]
EST [45]
HATS [44]
Ours supervised
EvDistill* [30]
Ours*

UDA
4
4
4
4
4
7
7
7
7
7
4
4

Accuracy ↑
0.821
0.807
0.577
0.848
0.848
0.866
0.906
0.817
0.642
0.839
0.902
0.938

TABLE I: Classification accuracies on the N-Caltech101 dataset. The top
of the table shows the methods targeting UDA, i.e., they do not have access
to the event labels during training. We have also listed methods that use the
ground truth labels during training and are thus not applicable for UDA. To
stay consistent with the evaluation in [30], we report the performance achieved
by our model trained on the whole Caltech101 dataset(*).
Method
ESIM [11]
E2VID [4]
Ours w/o flow
Ours w/o augm
Ours w/o split
Ours
EventGAN [5]
YOLOv3-GN* [2]

Unpaired
4
4
4
4
4
4
7
7

mAP ↑
0.02
0.28
0.26
0.48
0.41
0.54
0.30
0.70

TABLE II: Mean average precision for the task of object detection on the
MVSEC dataset. *Different test labels and trained on the same sequence

B. Object Detection
Experimental Setup In the case of object detection, we
evaluate on the Multi-Vehicle Stereo Event Camera Dataset
(MVSEC) [15]. The authors of EventGAN [5] provided us
with car bounding box labels for the outdoor day 2 sequence,
on which they evaluated EventGAN. For training, we use the
two outdoor sequences from MVSEC and add the DDD17 [46]
dataset, which contains unlabeled events, both captured with
a DAVIS346[47]. As a labeled image dataset, we use Waymo
Open Dataset [10]. In addition to MVSEC, we also report
detection results on the large-scale, labeled 1 MP automotive
detection dataset (1-MP-ADD) [48], which contains labels
for 25 million object bounding boxes. Here, we train two
methods, one using the labeled training data, and one in the
UDA setting, namely, with unlabeled training data and labeled

Fig. 4: Images (top) are converted to
events (bottom), via intermediate pseudoflow map (middle) and image gradients.

images from Waymo. To stay consistent with other evaluation
datasets, we only consider the ”car” class in 1-MP-ADD.
Except for the task branch, we use the same network layers
as for the classification task. Similar to EventGAN and the
network grafting approach YOLOv3-GN [2], the task branch
for object detection consists of YOLOv3 [49] layers. During
inference, our network needs 27ms to process one sample on
a Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000.
Results We compare against the event simulator ESIM [11]
as well as E2VID on the task of object detection. Additionally,
YOLOv3-GN and EventGAN are included as paired baselines,
i.e., they were trained with events and the corresponding
frames. For the performance of YOLOv3-GN, we report the
value published in their paper, which was computed on the
same outdoor day 2 sequence, but with different bounding
boxes generated by a frame-based object detector applied to
the grayscale images. The object detection performances on
MVSEC are reported in Table II as mean Average Precision
(mAP) [9]. Compared to approaches trained on unpaired data,
our approach achieves the highest performance, outperforming
the next best method [36] by 26% in terms of mAP. We
credit the better performance to the fact that, while E2VID
is only concerned with event-to-image translation, our method
explicitly optimizes for the task objective, thus generating
more task optimized representations. The low performance of
the detector trained using ESIM can be explained by the large
domain gap between the generated and real events. The events
from ESIM were generated with a uniform planar motion [5],
which differs greatly from driving sequence motions.
We also compare our method against paired approaches [5],
[2], which use the grayscale images and the corresponding
events of the outdoor day 2 sequence during training. Nevertheless, our method outperforms EventGAN by a significant
margin (0.24 mAP). Compared to EventGAN, which generates
labeled events from two frames, we focus on the specific task
transfer from images to events. By splitting the embedding
space into shared and event-specific motion features, we can
leverage the labeled images to extract task-specific knowledge
in the shared space. Therefore, the task network can focus on
task-specific features. Moreover, the significant improvement
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Fig. 5: Our task transfer framework enables to transfer from daylight images
to events recorded during the night. The top row shows the VI-sensor images,
which are underexposed (left) and suffer from motion blur (right). In contrast,
the event histograms (bottom row) include much more details than the images,
which helps the predictions of cars (magenta). The bottom right arrow
indicates the only three false predictions, which lay on top of just one car.

can be attributed to the combination of our novel flow module
(from 0.26 to 0.48), our flow augmentation (from 0.48 to
0.54), and our proposed feature split (from 0.41 to 0.54). As
our method combines prior sensor knowledge with adversarial
training, we can generate a more realistic event distribution
and thus have an advantage at transferring the object detection
task from images to events. For YOLOv3GN, a pre-trained
Yolov3 network was adapted directly to the frames from the
outdoor day 2 with the corresponding events to align the
embedding space with paired data. As the same sequence
is used as a test set, a fair comparison is difficult since the
reported test score is likely to overestimate the true test score.
By contrast, while our method has a 16% lower performance,
it is important to note that it does not have access to labels in
the target domain and thus solely relies on unpaired images
and labels from a vastly different domain. By contrast, the
method in [2], achieves limited task transfer since it assumes
paired (i.e. per-pixel aligned and synchronized) data to work.
Results on 1-MP-ADD The detector trained with our
framework achieves 0.26 mAP compared to 0.48 mAP when
trained in a supervised fashion on the 1-MP-ADD dataset.
Crucially, in this setting, unsupervised domain adaptation is
not needed since labeled training data is available (25 million
bounding boxes). However, if we evaluate the fully supervised
network on MVSEC, it only achieves a performance of 0.49
mAP, which is lower than 0.54 mAP achieved by our UDA
approach. This highlights that our approach can more effectively bridge the domain gap between datasets compared to
supervised methods.
Daylight Images to Night-Time Events In general, events
recorded during the night differ from day-light events [7].
Nevertheless, previous work [48] qualitatively demonstrated
that it is possible to transfer a network trained on daylight
events to night events without any domain adaptation. A finetuning on night events is usually also not possible since there
are no labels available for night-time events [48] due to the
complicated labeling of night sequences. Different from [48],
our UDA framework explicitly leverages unlabeled events
recorded during the night and creates a shared embedding
space for daylight images and night-time events. Thus, the
task network trained with our framework can adapt to the
noise distribution specific to nighttime events. To demonstrate
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this ability, we use the relatively high-quality images from
the Waymo Open Dataset to transfer the task of car detection
to events recorded during the night, where standard cameras
are underexposed. We visualize our detector in this scenario
on MVSEC [50] (Fig. 5). Standard frames recorded with a
VI-Sensor [51] (top row) are underexposed and blurry, while
event data has a higher dynamic range and does not suffer
from motion blur. Our method detects all cars present in the
event stream (orange boxes), only making a single mistake
by misidentifying a cluster of cars (red arrow). Crucially, this
method was entirely trained with labeled images in daylight
scenarios, without ever seeing a label in the dark. This example
highlights the potential of the method for transferring task
knowledge to challenging night-time scenarios. The robustness
of our approach is also shown in the supplementary video.
C. Future Work
We have shown the effectiveness of our proposed method
on three event datasets, including translating and driving
motions. To extend our framework to datasets with different
flow distributions, multiple potential flow augmentations could
be applied such as flipping, rotating, scaling, and constant
addition. However, object motion independent of the global
scene motion still remains a challenge for our method and is
left as future work. Additionally, the current method only uses
the event-specific features during image-to-event translation.
Their use in the task network remains unexplored, and could be
useful for motion-related tasks such as optical flow estimation.
V. C ONCLUSION
Learning for event-based vision has been held back by the
scarcity of training data. In contrast, image or video-based
methods have tremendously improved in performance due to
the availability of large-scale datasets. This work proposes
a framework to address this problem by leveraging largescale image datasets with unsupervised domain adaptation.
To achieve this, our method transfers task-specific knowledge
from frame-based datasets to the event-based domain without
the need for paired sensor data. Therefore, this framework
allows models to be trained directly with labeled images and
unlabeled event data. In conclusion, our work unlocks the
potential to use any frame-based dataset to train an eventbased network. By large-scale datasets like the extended NCaltech101 dataset [6] or the Waymo Open Dataset [10], we
outperform state-of-the-art method for classification by 2.7%
and object detection by 0.26 mAP, in the UDA setting.
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ζevent as summarized below:

A1 L OSSES
In the following, we give a detailed explanation of the
losses applied in our proposed framework.

Lcycle = |zimg − Eevent (Rref (Dflow (zimg , ζevent )))|1
+ |ζevent − Eevent, attr (Rref (Dflow (zimg , ζevent )))|1

(3)

A1.1 Adversarial Losses

A1.3 Flow Augmentation Loss

Latent Space Loss
To ensure that the task branch T can seamlessly transfer
between events and frames, we enforce its input, i.e., both
latent representation zimg and zevent , to lay on one manifold.
This is done by applying adversarial training [1] with a discriminator network Dislat . The adversarial training aligns the
distribution of zimg = Eimg (yimg ) and zevent = Eevent (yevent ).
Similar to [2], a hinge adversarial loss [3] is adopted.

As shown in Figure 4 in the manuscript, we augment the
flow by combining the augmented, event-specific features
aug
ref
from the reference frame
with the shared features zimg
ζevent
ref
yimg . The resulting event representation should be identical
to the events generated by the augmented flow. By enforcing
this identity, the network can only store the augmented flow
aug
information in the event-specific features ζevent
since the
shared features are constant.

Llat.,disc. =Eyimg [max(0, 1 − Dislat (zimg ))]
+ Eyevent [max(0, 1 + Dislat (zevent ))]

(1)

Llat.,gen. =Ezimg [Dislat (zimg )] − Eyevent [Dislat (zevent )].

aug
ref
− Eevent, attr (Rref (Dflow (zimg
, ζevent
)))|1

(4)

A1.4 Flow Smoothness

Image-to-event Translation Loss
As an additional constraint, we force the latent representations ζevent , zimg to carry sufficient information, such that
they can be decoded into an artificial event-frame. To do
this, we combine the event-specific features ζevent from a
random event representation yevent and the content features
zimg from an image yimg to generate artificial events ŷevent =
Rref (Dflow (zimg , ζevent )) using a pseudo-flow decoder Dflow
and a refinement net Rref . These events share the image
content but contain the event-specific features, e.g., motion
distribution, of the reference events yevent . The following
adversarial loss is applied on the image-to-event reconstruction ŷevent . Similar to the embedding space alignment, a
PatchGAN [4] discriminator and the hinge loss [3] is adopted
for the sensor translation.
Lrecons.,disc. =Eŷevent [max(0, 1 − Disevent (ŷevent ))]
Eyevent [max(0, 1 + Disevent (yevent ))]

aug
Laugm = |Eevent, attr (yevent
)

(2)

Lrecons.,gen. =Eŷevent [Disevent (ŷevent )]
A1.2 Translation Consistency

As common in the literature, we add a smoothness loss
Lsmooth to further constrain the pseudo-flow prediction. The
smoothness loss consists of the Charbonnier loss function [5]
applied to the difference of a flow vector with its eight
neighboring flow vectors (including diagonal neighbors):
X X
Lsmooth =
ρ(vx − vy )
(5)
x y∈N (x)

Where x = (x, y) are image pixels, N (x) denotes the 8
1
neighbors of x and ρ(x) = (α + xα ) α . We use α = 0.45
and  = 0.001.
A1.5 Image Gradient Loss
To prevent mode collapse of the image-to-event generation, a gradient loss Lgrad is applied on the event reconstructions. This loss penalizes areas that have few events
and high image gradient as events are generated mainly by
image gradients. We enforce this constraint by introducing
the following loss:
X
Lgrad =
max(0, 0.7 − N(x,y) )|∇I(x,y) |
(6)
(x,y)

By translating from single images to events, we can
formulate consistency losses on the latent variables zimg and
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Where we sum over all pixels that have an image gradient
magnitude |∇I(x,y) | > 0.7. Here N(x,y) ∈ [0, 1] represents
the normalized number of events per pixel, as predicted by
the event generation module. Without this loss, the event
generation focuses too strongly on the noisy and low-quality
events present in the real event domain. This noise prediction
helps the generator fool the discriminator since it can just

predict noisy event frames that do not contain any structural
information. Due to these noisy event frames, the task
transfer performance degenerates. Therefore, we mitigate this
effect by introducing the proposed image gradient loss.
A1.6 Task Loss
For the task loss Ltask , we use the standard cross-entropy
loss and the loss defined in Yolov3 [6] for classification
and object detection, respectively. As illustrated with Ltask
in Fig.3 in the manuscript, the task loss is applied twice,
once in the image domain and once in the translated event
domain.

Method
Simple cycle
Ours transl
Ours w/o ref
Ours w/o flow
Ours
Ours supervised

UDA
4
4
4
4
4
7

Accuracy ↑
0.577
0.832
0.592
0.848
0.848
0.839

TABLE I: Ablation for the classification task on the N-Caltech101 dataset.
Method
Ours w/o flow
Ours w/o split
Ours w/o augm
Ours

Unpaired
4
4
4
4

mAP ↑
0.26
0.41
0.48
0.54

TABLE II: Ablation for the object detecion task on the MVSEC dataset.

A1.7 Training Procedure
The final loss is presented in Equation 7. As common in
adversarial training, we train the generator and discriminator in separate steps. The network parameters are updated
alternatingly by minimizing the following losses, whereby
we train the generator for one step after two discriminator
training steps.
LGen =Llat,gen. + Lrecons.,gen. + Lcycle
+ 2Laugm + Lgrad + Ltask
+ Lsmooth

(7)

LDis =Llat,disc. + Lrecons.,disc.
A2 A BLATION
We ablated our proposed design choices with multiple
experiments for the task of classification on N-Caltech101 [7]
as well as for the task of object detection on MVSEC [8].
A2.1 Classification
The experiments conducted on N-Caltech101 underline the
improved performance of our proposed transfer framework
compared to standard Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
(UDA) methods, as reported in Table I.
In a first experiment, we have adapted our network to a
simple cycle GAN framework [9], in which we predict events
and grayscale images directly from a shared feature space
(Simple cycle). The significantly lower performance of 0.577
compared to 0.848 of our final approach verifies the need of
considering prior sensor knowledge and the feature space
split into a shared embedding space and an event-specific
space for motion information.
In a second experiment, we use our final network to solely
translate from grayscale images to events (Ours transl). This
way, we generate a labeled event dataset on which a task
network can be trained. The performance of 0.832 verifies
the accurate single image-to-event translation of our final
network. However, the lower performance compared to our
final task transfer network confirms that the task network
benefits from simultaneously learning on images and events
to detect the most relevant task features. A similar conclusion
was also drawn in [10], where the authors achieved an
increased task performance by learning with paired images
and optical flow frames.

For the validation of our refinement network, we report the
classification accuracy achieved without adding the residual
event representation to the events constructed based on the
flow and image gradients (Ours w/o ref). As expected, the
performance suffers a substantial drop compared to the final
network, which shows the importance of the refinement
network. Due to the simple planar motion distribution, the
event generation based on pseudo flow achieves the same
performance as a direct prediction of the event representation
(Ours w/o flow).
The benefits of the event generation based on the generative event model for more complex motions are shown in
the experiments conducted on MVSEC. Finally, as reported
in the manuscript in Section M4.1, our transferred network
achieves higher performance than the same architecture
trained with ground truth labels. This can be explained
mainly for two reasons. First, our UDA method allows us to
include additional labeled image data to help train the event
classification network. Second, the simultaneous learning in
the event and image representation increases the overall task
performance.

A2.2 Object Detection
The ablation experiments for the task of objection detection on MVSEC strongly confirm our proposed network
modules. The first experiment (Ours w/o flow) shows that
the image-to-event translation without the generative event
model decreases the task transfer by a large margin. The
direct event representation prediction without the pseudoflow estimation is not able to capture the complex motion
distribution of a driving car sequence. The second experiment (Ours w/o split) verifies the benefits of splitting the
feature space into sensor shared and event-specific features.
Without the embedding space split, the performance suffers
a significant mAP drop from 0.54 to 0.41 In the third
experiment (Ours w/o augm), we validate the introduced flow
augmentations, which help to split the embedding space into
shared and event-specific features. The flow augmentations
improve the detection score by 0.06 mAP. In conclusion, each
of our proposed network modules substantially improves the
object detection performance.
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